
Product Description： 

Stable cutting diamond segment is fully functional and widely used.

Stone Block Diamond Segments is the best choice for stone blocks. Its exclusive blend of
metal powders combined with a perfect combination of processes ensures the sharpness,
wear resistance, balance and other qualities of the segment.

We have been selling diamond segments to the following countries: Russia, India, Brazil,
England, Australia, America, Canada, Finland, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Greece, Egypt and
many more countries.

The stone block diamond segments cutting performance is good, regular size, with stable
cutting, the curved surface at the bottom of the segment is evenly polished, and can be
completely integrated with the base body, perfectly suitable for cutting any kinds of stone
blocks.

Multi Saw Blade Diamond Cutting Segment For Suppliers,for granite has good sharpness and
high efficiency at the process of cutting. meanwhile,it has a long lifespan and extremely high
cutting accuracy.

Feature: 

1. Provide product drawing customization service.

2. Diamond has strong holding force, is not easy to fall off and is durable.

3. Stable cutting diamond segment, no offset,narrow cutting gap, stone waste
reduction,high output.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications Stable Cutting Diamond Segment:

Blade
Diameter  

Segment Size   
Cutting Machine Welding Method  

L W H 

2000mm,80
inch 24mm 10.6/9.8mm 15mm 

Bridge Cutting
Machine，

Single Arm Machine 

Silver Welding By High
Frequency Welding

Machine 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other Specifications Of Cutter Segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Segment-For-Granite-Block-Suppliers.html


Multi-Blade And Single-Disc Saw Blade Specifications:



Product show 

China Professional 2000mm Stable Cutting M Shape Diamond Segment Supplier







Application: 

Diamond Segment Cutting Supplier China For Bridge Cutting Machine ,Single Arm
Machine.

Stable cutting diamond segment,it is wet use for granite granite, sandstone, slate, kinds of
hard stone with quartz.

M shape diamond segment.The structure after molding is tight and the diamond particles are
not easy to fall off.

Complete range, tower combination saw, roller combination saw, diamond single saw and
mine saw can be used.

https://www.diamondtools.top/diamondtools.top/products/Multi-Layer-Wearable-Diamond-Saw-Blade-Disc-Tools-For-Cutting-Granite-Block.html




FAQ

1. Do you offer free samples?

Normally we do not offer free samples, but we guaranty our product's quality.

2. Is there cheap shipping cost to import to our country?



For small order, Express will be the best, And for bulk order, sea ship way is best but take
longer time. For urgent orders, we suggest via air to airport or by Express send to your door.

3.When you can reply to me when I send you an Inquiry?

We promise to reply within 24 hours(not including holidays) on receipt of your inquir

Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


